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Survey Methodology

Lincoln Financial, Consumer 
Sentiment Tracker, 1Q-2Q 
2022

The goal of this research is to 
gauge consumer sentiment 
on a variety of financial 
topics. 1Q-2Q data was 
collected in March, April, May 
and June 2022 using the 
Qualtrics survey platform. 
Responses were collected 
from a total of 1000+ U.S. 
adults each month. The 
sample included quotas to be 
representative of the total 
U.S. adult population.

This survey is part of a larger 
research program, which 
includes quarterly tracking 
surveys as well as omnibus 
surveys throughout the year.

Lincoln Financial and 
CivicScience, Life Insurance 
Sentiment & Barriers to 
Purchase (2022)

The goal of this research is to 
understand how US adults 
feel about life insurance, the 
value of various life insurance 
features and benefits, and 
barriers to purchase. 
Responses were gathered on 
7/13/2022 using the 
CivicScience market 
intelligence platform. The 
number of responses varied 
by question, with response 
counts ranging from 3347 to 
3889. Data are weighted to 
represent the total U.S. adult 
population. If this study were 
a random survey, the margin 
of error would be within +/- 2 
percentage points at a 
confidence level of 95%.

Lincoln Financial, Monthly 
Consumer Sentiment Tracker, 
December 2021

The goal of this research is to 
gauge consumer sentiment 
on a variety of financial 
topics. Responses were 
gathered from 12/9/2021 –
12/18/2021 using the 
Qualtrics survey platform. 
Responses were collected 
from a total of 1050 U.S. 
adults, including 966 who 
expect to file taxes this year. 
The sample included quotas 
to be representative of the 
total U.S. adult population.

This survey is part of a larger 
research program, which 
includes quarterly tracking 
surveys as well as omnibus 
surveys throughout the year.

Lincoln Financial, Small 
Business Owner Survey, 
November 2021

The goal of this research is to 
understand U.S. Small 
Business Owner perspectives 
on a variety of topics 
including top concerns, 
offering employee benefits, 
financial advice, and the 
impact of COVID. Responses 
were gathered from 
11/8/2021 – 11/21/2021 
using the Qualtrics survey 
platform. For the purpose of 
this study, Small Business 
Owners were defined as 
owning a business with 10-
100 employees and revenue 
between $250K - $10M, and 
operational for at least 2 
years. Responses were 
collected from a total of 313 
small business owners.
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Financial concerns in 2022
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Consumers surveyed are concerned about various financial 

needs

Questions: Thinking about your personal financial situation, please indicate your level of concern with each of the following. Use the following scale where 1= Not at all concerned and 5= Very concerned. | Has the current 
market made you more or less concerned about:
Source: Lincoln Financial, Consumer Sentiment Tracker, 1Q-2Q 2022

% concerned % more concerned due to the current market
Retirement expenses / Saving for retirement
Having enough income in retirement 55% 48%
Outliving my money 45% 37%
The impact of taxes on my retirement savings / investments 44% 36%
Health expenses
Paying for healthcare expenses (e.g. prescriptions, unexpected medical costs, etc.) 41% 39%
Paying for long-term care services for myself or a family member 42% 32%
Personally providing long-term care for a family member 38% 29%
Protection
Supporting myself or family if I become disabled 47% 37%
Supporting myself or family if I lose my job 48% 42%
Making sure my dependents will be financially secure if I die prematurely 43% 37%
Making sure my family does not have to worry about paying for my funeral expenses 43% 33%
Protecting myself against identity theft, cybersecurity, fraud, etc. 51% 40%
Debt
Paying off or reducing debt 43% 37%
Interest rates on loans or other debt 38% 34%
Investing
Inflation 67% 61%
Stock market volatility 43% 37%
Losing money on my investments 44% 38%
Leaving an inheritance for my heirs 34% 26%
Education expenses
Paying for a child's schooling/college 32% 23%
Paying for my education expenses / student loan debt 29% 20%
Day-to-day expenses
Paying monthly bills 39% 43%
Having enough money to cover large purchases/expenses (car, wedding, etc.) 45% 36%
Paying my mortgage or rent 36% 35%
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More than 80% of consumers surveyed want to better 

understand how they can protect against inflation and market 

volatility

U.S. adults

% who agree: “I’d like to better understand 
what I can do to weather market volatility” 83%

% who agree: “I’d like to better understand 
what I can do to protect against the impact 

of inflation”
88%

Question: To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? 
Source: Lincoln Financial, Consumer Sentiment Tracker, 1Q-2Q 2022
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Despite concerns, only about 1 in 5 respondents have reviewed 

or made changes to investments or financial plans to address 

market volatility and inflation

19%

Outside Retirement SavingsRetirement Savings

Questions: In the past 90 days, have you reviewed or made changes to your financial plan or investment strategies because of market volatility or inflation concerns?
Source: Lincoln Financial, Consumer Sentiment Tracker, 1Q-2Q 2022

% of US adults surveyed who have reviewed or made changes to their 
financial plan or investment strategies because of market volatility or 

inflation concerns

21%
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Consumer awareness of life insurance 
features & benefits
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8 in 10 US adults surveyed are familiar with life 
insurance, but less than a third feel very familiar

Question: Are you aware of the features and benefits of insurance?
Lincoln Financial and CivicScience, Life Insurance Sentiment & Barriers to Purchase (2022)

5%

15%

48%

32%

I have never heard of life insurance before

I have heard of life insurance, but don't know much about it

Somewhat familiar

Very familiar

How familiar are you with the features and benefits of life insurance?
Among all US adults surveyed

80% are 
familiar
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Most US adults surveyed have only a limited 
understanding of value of life insurance beyond the death 
benefit

Question: Are you aware of the following benefits of insurance?
Lincoln Financial and CivicScience, Life Insurance Sentiment & Barriers to Purchase (2022)

27%

30%

30%

35%

37%

56%

23%

29%

29%

29%

30%

22%

50%

41%

41%

36%

33%

23%

Small business succession planning

Allows for tax advantaged wealth transfer

Allows for tax advantaged investment growth

Access to cash value - no early access penalty

Supplement retirement income

Financially supports my family if I pass away

Are you aware of the following benefits of insurance?
Among all US adults surveyed

Yes and I understand it Aware but unsure how it works Unaware / Never heard of this

Only 20% 
answered “Yes 
and I 
understand it” 
for all six of 
these items
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77% of employees surveyed see insurance benefits other 
than health insurance as a must have or very important 

Question: How important was it that your new employer offered each of the following when deciding to leave your old job and start a new one?
Lincoln Financial Group, Monthly Consumer Sentiment Tracker, November 2021

Importance of insurance benefits when deciding to leave their old job 
and start a new one

Among employed US adults surveyed who left their job in the past 12 months

12%

12%

32%

45%

Not important

Somewhat important

Very important

Must have 77% say  
insurance 
benefits are 
very important 
or a must have
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Consumer perspectives on preparing for 
taxes in retirement
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Consumers surveyed are concerned about tax changes for 
various reasons

Question: How concerned are you that a change in taxes may impact… 
Source: Lincoln Financial, Monthly Consumer Sentiment Tracker, December 2021

17%

21%

21%

24%

29%

32%

33%

32%

27%

25%

24%

22%

27%

22%

22%

23%

Your current estate plan/beneficiaries

Your lifestyle in retirement

Your retirement income

Your ability to live off your retirement savings

How concerned are you that a change in taxes may impact…
Among all US adults surveyed

Extremely concerned Somewhat concerned Not too concerned Not concerned at all
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Less than a quarter of consumers surveyed feel highly 
prepared for estate taxes and income taxes in retirement

Question: When thinking about your retirement, how financially prepared do you feel for each of the following?
Source: Lincoln Financial, Monthly Consumer Sentiment Tracker, December 2021

17%

22%

19%

21%

20%

23%

24%

38%

42%

42%

43%

37%

45%

43%

45%

36%

39%

36%

43%

32%

33%

Long term care/Elder care

Medical expenses

Rising cost of living

Living to an old age

Estate taxes

Income taxes

Overall living expenses

When thinking about your retirement, how financially prepared do you feel for 
each of the following?
Among all US adults surveyed

Very Prepared Somewhat Prepared Not Prepared
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Most consumers surveyed have never spoken with a 
financial professional about minimizing tax exposure

Question: Have you talked to a financial professional about ways to minimize exposure to taxes in your investment or retirement accounts?
Source: Lincoln Financial, Monthly Consumer Sentiment Tracker, December 2021

29%

22%

15%

34%

Yes

No, but I plan to

No, I'd like to, but I
 don't know where to start

No

Have you talked to a financial professional about ways to minimize exposure to 
taxes in your investment or retirement accounts?

Among all US adults surveyed who have investments or retirement accounts

71% have 
never talked 
to a financial 
professional 
about tax 
strategy
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Small business owners
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Some small business owners surveyed changing benefits 
due to COVID

Q3.3 Which of the following best describes how your companyis responding to the effects of COVID-19 in terms of business strategy? Please select all actions that you have taken so far. | Q10.5 You indicated previously that 
your company has reduced certain employee benefits offerings as a response to the effects of COVID-19. Which of the following led to your company reducing employee benefit offerings? Please select all that apply. | Q10.6 
You indicated previously that your company has increased certain employee benefits offerings as a response to the effects of COVID-19. Which of the following led to your company increasing employee benefit offerings? 
Please select all that apply. | Q10.1 How influential has COVID-19 been on benefit decision-making processes? 
Source: Lincoln Financial, Small Business Owner Survey, November 2021

Offering better benefits to attract 
and retain talent

Employees are interested in benefits

Shifting funds away from benefits 
in order to afford wages to attract 
& retain employees

28%

12%

56% of small 
business owners 

surveyed 
say COVID was 

influential on their 
benefits decision-

making process

of small business 
owners surveyed 

are increasing 
employee benefits

of small business 
owners surveyed 

are reducing 
employee benefits
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Small business executive benefits & incentives

Q4.11 What types of incentives or rewards does your company offer executives? Please select all that apply. | Q10.8 You previously indicated that you offer incentives/rewards to executives. What percentage of your 
company’s benefits budget goes to the following? 
Source: Lincoln Financial, Small Business Owner Survey, November 2021

26%

27%

34%

37%

40%

43%

45%

62%

Stock plans

Deferred compensation

Long-term incentives

Life insurance policies

Direct compensation

Paid time off

Competitive benefit packages

Annual incentives and bonuses

% of small business owners surveyed who offer each executive 
incentive
Among SBOs that offer any executive incentives

67%
Offer benefits & 
incentives for 
executives

37%
Average percent of 
benefits budget spent 
on executive benefits 
and incentives
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Transition planning is a significant gap for small business 
owners surveyed

Q4.8 How does your company plan for transitions to the business (e.g. key members leaving new strategy)? Please select all that apply.  
Source: Lincoln Financial, Small Business Owner Survey, November 2021

14%

20%

29%

30%

33%

34%

36%

43%

Current transition planning

Formal transition plan

43%
Have a formal 
transition plan that 
includes financial 
strategy 

Have not even 
engaged in any 
transition planning 
at all14%

Brainstorming meetings

Top-down management structures

Upward development training programs

Organizational charts

Hire outside business consultant

Key person insurance

No plan
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Protecting against loss of key people is another gap

Q4.9 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements. | Q4.6 Which of the following topics about your business do you discuss with your financial professional? Please select all that apply. 
Source: Lincoln Financial, Small Business Owner Survey, November 2021

have discussed protecting 
against loss of key people 
with their financial professional22%

have discussed succession 
planning with their financial 

professional31%

22%
Strongly 

agree

29%
Somewhat

agree

40%
Strongly agree

42%
Somewhat agree

% who feel their company has 
difficulty replacing key people

% who feel their company has 
a clear line of succession
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For more information: 

Lincoln Financial Group is the marketing name for Lincoln National Corporation and its affiliates, including The 
Lincoln National Life Insurance Company, Fort Wayne, IN, and Lincoln Life & Annuity Company of New York, 
Syracuse, NY. Variable products distributed by broker-dealer/affiliate Lincoln Financial Distributors, Inc., Radnor, 
PA. Securities and investment advisory services offered through other affiliates. Affiliates are separately responsible 
for their own financial and contractual obligations. 

Media Contact:
Jay Russo
Lincoln Financial Group
Jay.Russo@lfg.com
860-463-5618

LCN: 4934127-090622


